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Associated to the multiplicative group of a definite quaternion algebra over Q are
two notions of automorphic forms. One is a complex-valued function on the idele
group. The other, a p-adic-valued function on a p-adic ‘‘upper half-plane,’’ arises
from considering differentials on a Mumford curve associated to the quaternion
algebra. Explicit connections between these forms are explored. In particular, forms
of the second type are seen to arise from certain newforms of the first type. In order
to define newforms, the AtkinLehner theory is developed for certain spaces of
functions on the tree associated to PGL2(Qp). As an application, Schneider’s
proposed p-adic L-series associated to a differential on a Mumford curve is seen to
be better interpreted as an adelic form twisted by a p-adic character.  2001
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
There are two notions of an automorphic form associated to a definite
quaternion algebra over Q.
For the first, one considers the idele group associated to the quaternion
algebra, and complex-(vector)-valued functions defined on it. An automorphic
form, then, is such a function that satisfies a certain invariance property
with respect to the multiplicative group of the quaternion algebra. These
forms are natural generalizations of classical modular forms, since the latter
can be viewed as functions on the idele group of GL2 . However, since we
are dealing with a definite quaternion algebra, restricting such forms to the
infinite prime component of the ideles does not lead to a function defined
on the complex upper-half-plane. We henceforth refer to automorphic
forms of this type as adelic forms.
The second notion of automorphic form is of a p-adic-valued function of
a p-adic variable. One defines a p-adic ‘‘half-plane’’ analogous to the com-
plex one, and sees that a certain multiplicative subgroup of the quaternion
algebra acts discretely on it. (In order to have this action we need
additionally that the quaternion algebra split at p.) The quotient of the
half-plane by this group has the structure of an algebraic curve, and is an
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example of a Mumford curve. The differential forms on this curve can be
viewed as differentials on the half-plane, and thus give rise to rigid analytic
functions on the half-plane satisfying invariance properties completely
analogous to those of classical complex-valued modular forms defined on
the complex upper half-plane. We will refer to these p-adic automorphic
forms and higher weight analogs as Mumford forms.
Since the same quaternion algebra underlies both these notions, there is,
of course, a strong relationship between forms of the two types. The goal
of this paper is to make the relationship explicit between adelic and Mum-
ford forms associated to definite quaternion algebras over Q. We show how
all Mumford forms for these groups arise from a certain subclass of the
adelic forms. This subclass, which will be explicitly characterized, should be
thought of as those ‘‘new-at-p-forms’’ of eigenvalue +1 under the Atkin
Lehner operator.
Making this precise requires developing some material on functions
defined on the tree (or BruhatTits building) associated to PGL2(Qp).
Therefore, in Section 2 we develop a tree version of the AtkinLehner
theory of Hecke operators, oldforms, and newforms, for primes dividing
the level of congruence subgroups. One novelty of the approach here is that
the AtkinLehner operators are developed entirely from consideration of
the combinatorial nature of the tree.
Section 3 reviews quaternion algebras, their representation by matrices,
and the discrete groups they lead to, both adelicly and p-adicly. Section 4
defines the complex space of adelic forms, and a class of forms we call
algebraic, which provide a Q -structure (where Q is the algebraic closure of
Q in C) for the space of all forms. Section 5 then relates adelic forms to
functions on trees.
Mumford forms, and their relationship to functions on trees, are the
subject of Section 6. This is nothing more than the maps between Mumford
forms and harmonic cocycles already understood through the work of
[Sch], [dS], and [Te]. This makes apparent a Q -structure in the
Cp -space of Mumford forms. In Section 7, we use the results already
obtained to show the connection of the Q -structure of the space of
Mumford forms to that of the adelic forms.
Section 8 applies this viewpoint to understand Schneider’s candidate for
a p-adic L-series associated to a Mumford form, as developed in [Sch] and
investigated in [Kl]. This p-adic function was hoped to be the first fully
p-adic construction of such an L-series, not depending on complex integra-
tion as do the usual ones developed by Mazer, Manin, et al. We show,
however, that a better interpretation of the construction is that of a twist
of an adelic form by a p-adic character. Such twisting may still serve as a
step toward constructing a p-adic L-series; we hope to pursue this in a later
paper.
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Note that the AtkinLehner theory developed in Section 2 does not
require that we be dealing with an arithmetic subgroup of GL2(Qp); it
applies to any group acting on the tree such that the quotient is compact.
However, the significance of many of the functions we consider on trees is
unclear in the case when the group is not arithmetic. While the ‘‘harmonic
cocycles’’ of the n=1 case still correspond to Mumford forms in the
non-arithmetic case, the functions of higher level seem to be new.
To put these results in context, we should mention that by C8 erednik’s
‘‘exchange of invariants’’ theorem we know that, as algebraic curves, a
Mumford curve associated to a definite quaternion algebra that is split at
p is isomorphic to a complex curve obtained from the action on the com-
plex upper-half-plane of the unit group in an indefinite quaternion algebra
ramified at p. The Jacobian of this complex curve is then isogenous to the
new part of a modular curve, as shown by the work of Ribet. For a more
precise statement and references, see [Kl].
2. ATKINLEHNER THEORY ON TREES
In this Section we investigate certain operators on trees that are essen-
tially the Upn operators of Atkin and Lehner [AL] when n>0. When
n=0, our operator is simply the Hecke operator Tp , which is treated in the
context of trees in [Se]. (See [Rh] for a closely related approach.)
While the rest of the paper will use these results only in the case n=1
(corresponding to p exactly dividing the level of a congruence subgroup)
they are developed more generally for all levels.
Trees and Geodesics
Associated to the coset space PGL2(Qp)PGL2(Zp) is a graph. The
vertices are simply the cosets, while two vertices #1PGL2(Zp) and
#2PGL2(Zp) are joined by an edge if there is some matrix # # M2(Zp) with
ordp(det #)=1 and ##1PGL2(Zp)=#2 PGL2(Zp). In fact this graph is a
p+1 regular tree (see [Se]), which we denote by T. Vert(T ) denotes the
set of vertices of T, and Edge(T ) the set of directed edges of T. If v0 , v1 are
two vertices joined by an edge, then e=(v0 , v1) is the directed edge from
v0 to v1 .
By a directed path of length n we mean a sequence of n+1 vertices
p=(v0 , v1 , ..., vn) such that (vi , vi+1) # Edge(T) for i=0, 1, ..., n&1. The
origin of p is o( p)=v0 , while the terminus of p is t( p)=vn .
If a directed path (v0 , v1 , ..., vn) has the additional property that vi {vi+2
for i=0, 1, ..., n&2, we say it is a geodesic of length n. Since T is a tree,
geodesics are paths with no backtracking, and any geodesic is uniquely
determined by its origin and terminus.
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Let Geodn(T ) denote the set of geodesics on T of length n, so that
Geod0(T )=Vert(T) and Geod1(T )=Edge(T ).
Since PGL2(Qp) acts on T, it acts on Geodn(T ), and one can check that
this action on geodesics is transitive. A geodesic is fixed by an element # of
PGL2(Qp) if, and only if, # fixes the origin and terminus of the geodesic. In
particular, the geodesic of length n from vertex ( 10
0
pn) PGL2(Zp) to vertex
PGL2(Zp) has isotropy group
PGL2(Zp) & \10
0
pn+ PGL2(Zp) \
1
0
0
pn+
&1
={\ac
b
d+ # PGL2(Zp) } c # pnZp= ,
which we denote by 1 0( pn). (10( pn) will denote its preimage in GL2(Zp).)
The elements of Geodn(T ) therefore correspond to cosets in PGL2(Qp)
1 0( pn), with the action of # # PGL2(Qp) on Geodn(T ) being given by left
multiplication #11 0( pn) [ ##1 1 0( pn). Note that if a directed geodesic
corresponds to #11 0( pn), then the geodesic with opposite orientation
corresponds to #1( 0pn
1
0) 1 0( p
n).
The identification
Geodn(T )$PGL2(Qp)1 0( pn)
means geodesics provide a natural approach to AtkinLehner theory on T.
For later use we also define
1 00( p
n, pm)={\ac
b
d+ # GL2(Zp) } c # pnZp , b # pmZp= .
Note that 1 00( p
n, pm) is the isotropy group of a certain geodesic of length
n+m, and hence could also be used to identify the geodesics of length
n+m with a coset space.
Operators on Geodesics
Denote by Gn the free Z-module with basis Geodn(T). We make the
convention that G&1=[0].
There are a number of Z-linear maps on Gn that we will need. The most
elementary are the maps
:n : Gn  Gn&1 ,
wn : Gn  Gn ,
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defined for n0 and (v0 , v1 , ..., vn) # Geodn(T ) by setting
:n(v0 , v1 , ..., vn)=(v0 , v1 , ..., vn&1)
wn(v0 , v1 , ..., vn)=(vn , vn&1 , ..., v0)
and then extending to Gn by linearity. :n is the initial segment map and wn
is the involution or reversal map.
Setting ;n=wn&1:nwn , we see
;n : Gn  Gn&1 ,
;n(v0 , v1 , ..., vn)=(v1 , v2 , ..., vn)
for (v0 , v1 , ..., vn) # Geodn(T ), so ;n is the final segment map. For all n1
we have the relation :n&1 ;n=;n&1:n .
For n0, define :n*: Gn  Gn+1 by setting
:n*(g)= :
:n+1(h)= g
h # Geodn+1(T )
h for g # Geodn(T)
and extending linearly. Defining ;n*=wn+1:n*wn , we have ;n*: Gn  Gn+1 and
;n*(g)= :
;n+1(h)= g
h # Geodn+1(T)
h for g # Geodn(T)
We refer to :n* and ;n* as the trace maps associated to : and ;. The p+1
regularity of the tree implies that
:n+1:n*=;n+1 ;n*=+n ,
where
+n={ pp+1
if n1,
if n=0.
The two final maps we need on Gn are un , un*: Gn  Gn defined by
un=;n+1:n* and un*=:n+1 ;n*. This implies un*=wnunwn . More explicitly,
for g # Geodn(T ),
un(g)= :
:n+1(h)= g
h # Geodn+1(T )
;n+1(h)
un*(g)= :
;n+1(h)= g
h # Geodn+1(T )
:n+1(h).
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In the special case of n=0, this means
u0(v)= :
(v, w) # Edge(T )
w # Vert(T )
w for v # Vert(T ).
We thus call u0 the Hecke operator (see [Se]) while for n1 we refer to
un as the AtkinLehner operator of (exponential ) level n.
Lemma 2.1.
(i) For n2, un=:*n&1 ;n and un*=;*n&1 :n .
(ii) u1=:0* ;1&w1 and u1*=;0*:1&w1 .
(iii) u0*=u0 .
Proof. For n1 and (v0 , v1 , ..., vn) # Geodn(T ),
un(v0 , v1 , ..., vn)=;n+1:n*(v0 , v1 , ..., vn)
=;n+1 :
w{vn&1
w # Vert(T )
(vn , w) # Edge(T )
(v0 , v1 , ..., vn , w)
= :
w{vn&1
w # Vert(T )
(vn , w) # Edge(T)
(v1 , ..., vn , w).
Thus if n2,
un(v0 , v1 , ..., vn)= :
(v1 , ..., vn , w) # Geodn(T )
w # Vert(T )
(v1 , ..., vn , w)
= :
:n(h)=(v1 , ..., vn)
h # Geodn(T)
h
= :
:n(h)=;n(v0 , v1 , ..., vn)
h # Geodn(T )
h
=:*n&1 ;n(v0 , v1 , ..., vn).
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If n=1, however,
u1(v0 , v1)= :
w{v0
w # Vert(T)
(v1 , w) # Geod1(T )
(v1 , w)
= :
(v1 , w) # Geod1(T )
w # Vert(T )
(v1 , w)&(v1 , v0)
= :
:1(h)=;1(v0 , v1)
h # Geod1(T)
h&w(v0 , v1)=(:0* ;1&w)(v0 , v1).
The statements about un* in (i) and (ii) now follow easily from those
about un since un*=wnun wn . Since w0=1, (iii) follows from the definition
of u0*. K
Operators on Functions
We now consider functions on the Gn . For an abelian group V, we let
Cn(V )=[ f: Gn  V | f Z-linear].
All of the maps :n , :n*, ;n , ;n* , wn , un , un* induce operators on C n, which
we denote by the corresponding upper-case letters:
An , Bn : Cn  C n+1, An*, Bn*: Cn  Cn&1, Wn , Un , U n*: Cn  C n,
via ( f | X )(g)= f (x(g)) where x denotes any lower-case letter for which we
have defined a map, and X the corresponding upper-case letter (possibly
with a different subscript).
Relationships between these operators follow from the relations between
the corresponding lower-case maps. Thus
W 2n=1, An Bn+1=Bn An+1 , WnAn=BnWn+1 , WnUn=Un* Wn ,
WnAn*=Bn* Wn&1 , An A*n+1=BnB*n+1=+n , Un=BnA*n+1 ,
Un*=AnB*n+1 , etc.
As with u0 and un , we will refer to U0 as the Hecke operator, and Un for
n1 as the AtkinLehner operator of level n.
Group Actions
Suppose we have a group 1 acting on both T and V. Extending the
action linearly, 1 acts on Gn , and hence on Cn(V ) as follows: For
f # Cn(V ) and # # 1 define f | # by
( f | #)(g)=#&1f (#g) for g # Gn ,
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so that f | #1 | #2= f | #1#2 . Since the group action on Gn obviously com-
mutes with the maps :n and wn , and since all the other maps and operators
mentioned above are defined in terms of those two, the group actions on
both Gn and Cn(V ) must commute with all the maps and operators defined
above.
We denote by Cn, 1 (V ) the 1-invariant functions, i.e. those f # Cn(V )
such that f | #= f for all # # 1. Because the 1-action commutes with them,
we see that Wn , Un , and Un* map Cn, 1 (V )  Cn, 1 (V ), An , Bn map
Cn, 1 (V )  Cn+1, 1 (V ), and An* , Bn* map C n, 1 (V )  C n&1, 1 (V ).
For the remainder of this section we make the following
Assumptions.
(1) V is endowed with a Z-bilinear form ( , )V : V_V  K, where K
is a field.
(2) the action of 1 on V preserves the form ( , ) V ,
(3) 1"T is finite, and
(4) the stabilizer subgroup in 1 of any vertex of T is finite.
Letting Stab(g) denote the stabilizer subgroup in 1 of a geodesic g of T,
and s(g) its cardinality, assumption (4) implies that s(g) is finite. We can
then define a Z-bilinear form on Cn, 1 (V ) by
( f1 , f2) n, 1= :
g # 1"Geodn(T )
1
s(g)
( f1(g), f2(g)) V . (2.1)
That the sum is finite follows from assumption (3), while assumption (2)
implies that the definition is independent of the choice of the repre-
sentatives in the sum. This form can also be expressed as
( f1 , f2) n, 1 = :
v # 1"Vert(T )
1
s(v)
:
o(g)=v
g # Stab(v)"Geodn(T )
s(v)
s(g)
( f1(g), f2(g)) V
= :
v # 1"Vert(T )
1
s(v)
:
o(g)=v
g # Geodn(T )
( f1(g), f2(g))V . (2.2)
From the definition (2.1) it follows that
( f1 | Wn , f2) n, 1=( f1 , f2 | Wn) n, 1 , for f1 , f2 # C n, 1.
On the other hand, from (2.2) it is clear that
( f1 | An , f2) n+1, 1=( f1 , f2 | A*n+1) n, 1 , for f1 # Cn, 1, f2 # Cn+1, 1.
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Since Bn=WnAnWn+1 and B*n+1=Wn+1A*n+1 Wn , these statements imply
that
( f1 | Bn , f2) n+1, 1=( f1 , f2 | B*n+1) n, 1 , for f1 # Cn, 1, f2 # Cn+1, 1.
Since Un=Bn A*n+1 and U n*=AnB*n+1 we also have
( f1 | Un , f2) n, 1=( f1 , f2 | Un*) n, 1 , for f1 , f2 # Cn, 1.
Setting W n*=Wn , all starred operators are therefore the adjoints of the
corresponding unstarred ones. In the special case n=0, where U0*=U0 we
see that the Hecke operator U0 is self-adjoint.
Old- and New-spaces
We now add a final
Assumption.
(5) V is a vector space over the field K, and K can be embedded in
C so that form ( , ) V extends to an inner product on VK C.
Since V is a vector space over K, then Cn(V ) and Cn, 1 (V ) are also
vector spaces over K. Note that (5) implies that ( , ) n, 1 is a definite form,
and thus allows a decomposition of the space Cn, 1 (V ) into two natural
subspaces:
Definition. Let C n, 1old (V ) be the K-span of (C
n&1, 1 (V )) | An&1 _
(C n&1, 1 (V )) | Bn&1 , and C n, 1new(V) be the orthogonal complement of
Cn, 1old (V) with respect to ( , ) n, 1 , so that
Cn, 1 (V )=C n, 1old (V)C n, 1new(V ).
Proposition 2.2.
(i) Wn maps C n, 1old (V )  C
n, 1
old (V ) and C
n, 1
new(V )  C
n, 1
new(V).
(ii) An* annihilates C n, 1new(V ).
(iii) For n2, Un maps C n, 1old (V )  C
n, 1
old (V ), and annihilates C
n, 1
new(V ).
(iv) For n=1, U1 maps C 1, 1old (V )  C
1, 1
old (V ), and C
1, 1
new(V )  C
1, 1
new(V ).
Furthermore, when restricted to C 1, 1new(V ), U1=&W1 .
Proof. (i) The relations An&1Wn=Wn&1Bn&1 and Bn&1 Wn=
Wn&1An&1 imply that Wn maps the image of An&1 into the image of Bn&1 ,
and vice versa. Hence Wn maps C n, 1old (V ) into itself. Since Wn is self-adjoint,
it must also map C n, 1new(V ) into itself.
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(ii) Let f # C n, 1new(V ). Then for any g # C
n&1, 1 (V ), we have
( g, f | An*) n&1, 1=( g | An&1 , f ) n, 1=0.
Therefore f | An*=0.
(iii) For n2, from Lemma 2.1 we know un=:*n&1 ;n , and so
Un=An*Bn&1 . Thus the image of Un is contained in the image of Bn&1 , so
Un maps Cn, 1 (V )  C n, 1old (V ). Since An* annihilates C
n, 1
new(V) by (ii), Un also
annihilates C n, 1new(V).
(iv) For n=1, from Lemma 2.1 we know u1=:0* ;1&w1 , and so
U1=A1*B0&W1 . Since the image of B0 is contained in C 1, 1old (V ), and W1
preserves C 1, 1old (V), U1 must also map C
1, 1
old (V ) to itself. Since A1*
annihilates C 1, 1new(V ) by (ii), A1*B0 does also. On C
1, 1
new(V ), therefore,
U1=&W1 , and so by (i) U1 maps C 1, 1new(V ) to itself. K
Note that statements concerning Bn* and U n* similar to those in the
proposition about An* and Un follow easily.
This proposition is completely analogous to results in [AL]. Our
operators Wn and Un correspond to Atkin and Lehner’s operators Wpn and
Upn respectively. Our operators An and Bn correspond to two special cases
of the Atkin and Lehner’s operator Bpl (which is essentially the same as
their operator Apl). Although the trace operators analogous to An* and Bn*
are not explicit in [AL], they do appear in many subsequent works on
newforms, such as [Li].
In [dS] and [Kl] one finds similar operators and forms, but in a more
restrictive setting emphasizing a cohomological viewpoint. In particular, in
those works the field K is non-archimedean, and non-degenerate bilinear
forms are used rather than ones extending to inner products. However,
such forms are insufficient for the above orthogonal decomposition of
Cn, 1 (V ) into old and new spaces, as well as for later sections of this paper.
The algebraic inner product developed later in this paper could, however,
be used in place of the bilinear forms in the proofs in [dS].
For later application we will need
Lemma 2.3. Suppose f # C1, 1 (V) and
f | U1=&f | W1=\f.
Then f # C 1, 1new(V ).
Proof. First note that U1*=W1 U1W1 , so the hypotheses imply that
f | U1*=&f | W1 . But from Lemma 2.1 we know U1=A1*B0&W1 and
U1*=B1*A0&W1 , so A1*B0 and B1*A0 both annihilate f. Since the kernels
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of A0 and B0 are trivial, this means A1* and B1* annihilate f. Finally,
f | A1*=0= f | B1* implies that for all g # C0, 1 (V )
0=( f | A1* , g) 0, 1=( f, g | A0) 1, 1
0=( f | B1*, g) 0, 1=( f, g | B0) 1, 1 .
Thus f is orthogonal to all elements of C 1, 1old (V). K
From Proposition 2.2 and the self-adjointness of the involution W1
we get
Corollary 2.4. There is an orthogonal decomposition
C 1, 1new(V )=C
1, 1
new, +(V )C 1, 1new, &(V ),
where C 1, 1new, +(V ) and C
1, 1
new, &(V ) denote the +1 and &1 eigenspaces of W1 ,
respectively, in C 1, 1new(V ).
Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 imply that the spaces C 1, 1new(V ), C
1, 1
new, +(V ),
and C1, 1new, &(V ) can all be defined as certain \1 eigenspaces of the
operators U1 and W1 acting on C1, 1. In particular, one could define them
assuming considerably less structure then an inner product on V. Even in
the absence of an inner product on V, it is now natural to define:
Definition. For ==\1, C 1, 1new, = is the subspace of C
1, 1 composed of
functions f such that & f | U1= f | W1==f. C 1, 1new is the span of
C1, 1new, + _ C
1, 1
new, & .
Elements of C1, 1 (V ) such that
f | U1=&f | W1= f
play an important role in [Sch], [Dr], [dS], and [Kl], where they are
referred to as 1-invariant harmonic cocycles. In our notation, the space of
such harmonic cocycles is C 1, 1new, &(V ).
3. QUATERNION ALGEBRAS OVER Q
We begin by recalling some terminology and background.
Let D be a quaternion algebra over Q, i.e., a central simple algebra of
dimension 4 over Q. For any prime p, finite or infinite, let Dp=DQ Qp .
D is said to ramify at a prime p of Q (finite or infinite) if Dp is the unique
division algebra of degree 4 over Qp . If D does not ramify at p, then
Dp $M2(Qp), the algebra of 2_2 matrices, and D is said to split at p.
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There is a bijection between the square-free positive integers and quater-
nion algebras over Q that associates to any such integer N the unique
quaternion algebra D=D(N ) with the property that those primes dividing
N are precisely the finite primes at which D ramifies. If N=1, then
D$M2(Q); otherwise, D is a division algebra.
Since such a quaternion algebra must ramify at an even number of
primes, D ramifies at the infinite prime if, and only if, N has an odd
number of prime factors. If D ramifies at the infinite prime, we say D is
definite, and if not, we say it is indefinite.
Local Embeddings
For any finite or infinite prime p at which D splits, we can use D/Dp $
M2(Qp) to give an algebra embedding of D into M2(Qp). In fact, D embeds
in M2(Qp) if, and only if, D splits at p. Such an embedding is unique up
to conjugation. Given an order O/D, we can even choose the embedding
so that O is mapped into M2(Zp). An algebra embedding of D into M2(Qp),
of course, restricts to a matrix representation of D* in GL2(Qp).
We will be concerned with definite quaternion algebras, so that in
particular, there is no embedding of D into M2(R). However, since one has
D/DC$M2(C), there is an embedding into M2(C) (again, determined
only up to conjugation). Restriction of such an embedding then gives a
representation of D* in GL2(C).
Matrix representations of the group D* underlie its connections to the
theory of automorphic forms. To relate complex-valued adelic forms to
p-adic-valued Mumford forms it is important that we can choose complex
and p-adic representations of D* to be, in a sense, compatible. This hinges
on:
Lemma 3.2. Let N{1 and let p be a prime, p |% N, so that the quaternion
algebra D(N) splits at p. Then there exists a quadratic number field K, which
embeds in Qp , and an embedding of D into M2(K ). If D is definite, then the
field K is necessarily complex.
Proof. There exists some a, b # Z such that D is isomorphic to the
Q-algebra with basis [1, i, j, k] where i2=a, j2=b, and ij=&ji=k. From
[Lam] or [Vi], for any field F$Q, we know that DF$M2(F ) if, and
only if, the form ax2+by2 represents 1 over F.
Since DQp $M2(Qp), let (x0 , y0) # Q2p be any solution to ax2+by2
=1. If x0 # Q, let (x1 , y1)=(x0 , y0). If x0  Q, we will construct a new
solution (x1 , y1) # Q_Qp to ax2+by2=1. To do this, first choose any
x1 # Q with x1 #x0 (mod pm) for some large m. Then y0 is a solution to
by2#1&ax21 (mod pm). Writing y0= peu0 , b= p fb0 , with u0 , b0 # Z_p we
have that u0 is a solution to b0u2#p& f&2e(1&ax21) (mod p
m& f&2e).
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Hensel’s Lemma now applies to produce a solution u1 # Z_p to b0u
2=
p& f&2e(1&ax21), so that setting y1= p
eu1 , we have that (x1 , y1) satisfies
ax2+by2=1.
Now since x1 # Q, then y1 # Qp is quadratic over Q, and we set
K=Q( y1). By construction, K embeds in Qp , and since ax2+by2
represents 1 over K, from D/DK$M2(K) we obtain an embedding
D  M2(K ).
Finally, observe that the field K must be complex if D was definite, else
we have constructed an embedding of D into M2(R). K
Although we do not need it, an embedding D  M2(K ) can be explicitly
given. Let a, b be as in the proof of the lemma, and let x, y # K be such that
ax2+by2=1. At least one of x, y is non-zero and, by interchanging a and
b if necessary, we may assume y{0. Then one easily checks that
1 [ \10
0
1+ , i [ \
0
a
1
0+ , j [ \
1
y
&
ax
y
x
y
&
1
y+
extends to a map D  M2(K), since the matrices above satisfy the same
relations as i, j.
The significance of this lemma is that if we fix embeddings of K into both
C and Qp , the algebra embedding of D into M2(K ) extends to embeddings
of D and Dp into M2(C) and M2(Qp), respectively. Restricting these
embeddings then give representations of D* and Dp* in GL2(C) and
GL2(Qp), respectively, which both are extensions of a common representa-
tion of D* in GL2(K ).
Ultimately we will consider various symmetric power representations of
a 2-dimensional representation of D. For even symmetric powers, one can
do better than the above lemma and show that there is not only a K-struc-
ture but also a Q-structure. See [Sh2], [KM], or [dS] for more details.
However, for odd symmetric powers, no such Q-structure exists. The
lemma will be needed in this paper in order to handle odd as well as even
weight automorphic forms.
Discrete Groups
Let O be any order of D, and Op=OZ Zp for all finite p. Then the idele
group JD of D is
JD={a=(ap) # ‘p Dp* } ap # Op* for almost all p= ,
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topologized in the usual manner. This definition is independent of the
choice of O. Setting v(a)=>p |Np(ap)| p , with Np the local (reduced) norm,
we let
J 1D=[a # JD | v(a)=1].
Then D* embeds in J 1D along the diagonal, and we have the fundamental
result:
Proposition 3.1.
(1) D* is a discrete subgroup of J 1D .
(2) If D$3 D(1), then J 1D D* is compact.
See [Vi] or [We] for details.
While D* is discrete in the ideles, a choice of an order O of D is
necessary to determine specific discrete groups in GL2(Qp) for p at which
D splits. Fixing such an O and p, let
U ( p)=U ( p)(O)=[x # J 1D | xq # Oq* for all finite q{ p].
Definition. For any y # J 1D , let 1
( p)
y =D* & y
&1U ( p)y.
Thus 1 ( p)y is the stabilizer in D* of the set U
( p)y/J 1D under right action
of the group.
Note that the group 1 ( p)y depends only on the components yq for finite
primes q{ p. In the special case when y # U ( p), 1 ( p)y is simply (O[
1
p])*.
If y # J 1D , z # U
( p), and d # D*, then
1 ( p)zyd=d
&11 ( p)y d.
Therefore, to each element of the double coset space
U ( p)"J 1D D*
we have an associated conjugacy class in D* of a group 1 ( p)y . Recalling
that the elements of U ( p)"J 1DD* also parameterize the left ideal classes of
O[ 1p] (see [Vi]), we see that the conjugacy class of a group 1
( p)
y
corresponds to an ideal class.
Fixing any isomorphism Dp*$GL2(Qp), we can view 1 ( p)y as a subgroup
of GL2(Qp).
Proposition. For a definite quaternion algebra D over Q, let 1 ( p)y denote
the image of 1 ( p)y in PGL2(Qp). Then 1
( p)
y is a finitely generated, discrete,
cocompact subgroup of PGL2(Qp).
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Proof. That 1 ( p)y is a discrete subgroup of PGL2(Qp) follows from the
discreteness of D* in the subgroup J 1D of the ideles. Similarly, that 1
( p)
y is
cocompact in PGL2(Qp) follows from the cocompactness of D* in J 1D . One
deduces that 1 ( p)y is finitely generated from its action on the tree associated
to PGL2(Qp), together with the fact that O* is finitely generated. K
4. ADELIC FORMS
For this section we fix a definite quaternion algebra D over Q. We follow
[Shz] and [Sh2] in defining automorphic forms on the idele group.
Choose an embedding i: D*  GL2(C), and for any positive integer l, let
8l : GL2(C)  GLl+1(C) be the lth symmetric power representation. (See
[Sh2]) Define a representation 9 l : D*  GLl+1(C) by
9l (x)=(N(x))&l2 8l (i(x)),
where N is the local norm at the infinite prime. Since D is definite,
N(x)0 and the square root implicit in this formula is to be taken so
that (N(x))&l20.
Fixing some choice of O, an order in D, and of a, an integral two-sided
O-ideal of norm a, set
U=U(O)=[x # JD | xp # Op* for all finite p],
Ua=[x # JD | xp # Op* for p | a],
Wa=[x # Ua | xp #1 (mod ap) for p | a].
Let \ be a complex finite-dimensional representation of (Oa)*. Then by
means of the canonical isomorphism of UaWa onto (Oa)* we may
consider \ as a representation of Ua .
By composing with the projection of JD onto D*, we may consider 9 l
as a representation of Ua as well.
Definition. Let / be the complex representation of Ua defined by
/=\9l , and let V be the representation space of /. Then an
automorphic form of type (\, l ) on the idele group of D is a continuous
function F: JD  V such that
F(uxd )=/(u) F(x)
for any u # U, d # D*. We denote the C-vector space of all such forms by
S\, l=S\, l (D).
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We will refer to such automorphic forms on the idele group more briefly
as adelic automorphic forms.
A necessary requirement for the existence of a non-zero automorphic
form of type (\, l ) is that the values of F be in the +1-eigenspace of /(&1).
This is simply because the automorphy condition requires that for any x
f (x)= f (x } &1)= f (&1}x)=/(&1) f (x).
For even l this means \(&1) must have a +1-eigenspace, while for odd l
\(&1) must have a &1-eigenspace. Restricting to this eigenspace, we may
thus assume \(&1)=\I accordingly as l is even or odd.
Note that JD is a finite disjoint union of double cosets with respect to U
and D*;
JD= .
h
i=1
Uxi D*,
where h is the class number of D. Thus an automorphic form is determined
by its values at the finite set of points [xi]hi=1 .
Algebraicity of Representations, Adelic Forms, and Inner Products
If the representation of D*/D* obtained by restriction of 9l is
realizable over K, where K is a subfield of C, then we say 9l restricts to a
K-representation of D*. From section 3 we can choose an embedding of D*
into GL2(C) which restricts to a K-representation of D*, for some
quadratic number field K. Thus we can assume that 9l restricts to a
Q -representation of D*/D*, where Q is the algebraic closure of Q. (If l
is even, then we can replace Q with K or even Q, as noted earlier.)
Since \, as a representation of Ua , factors through the finite group
(Oa)*, it also can be realized over Q (in fact, over a cyclotomic field).
Defining
U =[x # U | x # D*/D],
then the restrictions \ |U and 9 l |U are realizable over Q , so / |U is as well.
Thus we may assume / |U : U  GL(V ) where V /V is a vector space over
Q and V Q C=V. To refer to this assumption, we say simply that / is
algebraic.
Let J D=[x # JD | x # D*/D*] and J 1D=J
1
D & J D .
Definition. Suppose / is algebraic and let S \, l (D) denote the Q -vector
space of functions [F # S\, l (D) | F |J D : J D  V ]. We refer to S \, l (D) as the
space of algebraic automorphic forms.
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Note that in the double coset decomposition JD=ki Ux iD*, we can
choose the representatives so that xi # J D , or even J 1D , and so J D=
hi=1 U x iD*. Then for F # S\, l (D), we see F # S \, l (D) if, and only if,
F(xi) # V for i=1, 2, ..., h. It follows that S \, l (D)Q C=S\, l (D), so
S\, l (D) has an algebraic structure.
Definition. Given a vector space W over Q , and W=W Q C, we say
an inner product ( , ): W_W  C is algebraic if ( , ) |W : W _W  Q .
Note that if /=\9l as above is algebraic, then on V there exists an
algebraic inner product that is /-invariant, i.e. such that (/(u) v,
/(u) w) =(v, w) for all v, w # V, u # Ua . To see this, first note that some
C-valued /-invariant inner product exists because, as pointed out in [Shz],
/ is ‘‘essentially’’ a representation of a compact group. Then note that for
a basis [vi] of V , the conditions (/(u) vi , /(u) vj) =(vi , vj) for all u # Ua
give linear equations over Q that the numbers (vi , vj) must satisfy. Since
some non-trivial solution to these equations exists over C, solutions must
exist over Q . By picking a Q -solution sufficiently close to a C-solution
giving an inner product, we obtain the desired algebraic inner product.
A choice of a /-invariant algebraic inner product on V allows us to
define an algebraic inner product on S\, l (D) by
(F, G) = :
x # U"JDD*
1
sx
(F(x), G(x)) ,
where sx=card(x&1Ux & D*). Since D is definite, sx is finite. That this is
a well-defined inner product follows from the automorphy of F and G,
together with the /-invariance of the inner product on V. The algebraicity
follows from the fact that the representatives xi of U"JD D* can be chosen
in J D , so that F(x), G(x) # V when F, G # S \, l (D).
Old- and New-at-p-forms
Suppose N is another order of D with N/O, and let b=a & N. Then
the representation \ of (Oa)* restricts to a representation \$ of (Nb)*.
We then see that
S\, l (D)/S\$, l (D).
Fix a prime p at which D splits. We consider in detail the case where the
order O is such that Op $10( pm&1). Identify Op with 10( pm&1) and let the
order N/O, be determined by the local conditions Nq=Oq for all primes
q{ p, while Np=10( pm). We write ideles x # JD as x=([xq], xp), and let
b=([1], ( p0
0
1)). Thus if u # U(N) then bub
&1 # U(O).
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Assume additionally that \(bub&1)=\(u), for all u # U(N). Under these
circumstances, there are two natural maps
Am&1 , Bm&1 : S\, l (D)  S\$, l (D).
Writing these maps as operating on the right, the first, F [ F | Am&1 , is
simply the identity map. The second is defined by
(F | Bm&1)(x)=F(bx).
The right-invariance of F | Bm&1 under the action of D* is clear. If
u # U(N), then
(F | Bm&1)(ux)=F(bux)=F(bub&1bx).
Since bub&1 # U(O) the automorphy of F yields
(F | Bm&1)(ux)=/(bub&1) F(bx)=/(u)(F | Bm&1)(x),
since we have assumed \(bub&1)=\(u). Thus F | Bm&1 # S\$, l (D).
Fixing a choice of a inner product on S\, l (D) we define:
Definition. The subspace S old\$, l=S
old
\$, l (D)/S\$, l of old-at-p-forms is the
C-span of S\, l (D) | Am&1 _ S\, l (D) | Bm&1 . The subspace S new\$, l =S
new
\$, l(D)
of new-at-p-forms is the orthogonal complement of S old\$, l .
If / is algebraic, then Am&1 and Bm&1 obviously send algebraic forms to
algebraic forms. Fixing some choice of an algebraic inner product on
S\, l (D) we similarly define:
Definition. S old\$, l=S
old
\$, l (D) is the Q -span of S \, l (D) | Am&1 _
S \, l (D) | Bm&1 , and S new\$, l =S
new
\$, l (D) is its orthogonal complement in
S \, l (D).
In addition it is clear that
S old\$, l=S
old
\$, l Q C and S
new
\$, l =S
new
\$, l Q C.
In summary, with the choice of an algebraic inner product, the C-vector
spaces of old- and new-at-p-forms have Q -structures.
Another map we will need is
Wm&1 : S\, l  S\", l
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defined by F | Wm&1(x)=F(wx) where w=([1], ( 0pm&1
1
0
)) and \"(u)=
\(wuw&1) is defined on Ua(O). To check the automorphy of F | Wm&1 we
observe that right invariance of F | Wm&1 under the action of D* is clear,
and for u # U(O),
(F | Wm&1)(ux)=F(wux)=F(wuw&1wx).
Since wuw&1 # U(O), this means
(F | Wm&1)(ux)=/(wuw&1) F(wx)=/(wuw&1)(F | Wm)(x),
as needed.
Identities such as F | Wm&1 | Wm&1=F and F | Wm&1 | Am&1=F | Bm&1
| Wm are easily checked.
Note that if p |% a, then \"=\, and W is seen to be an involution of S\, l .
Its commutativity relations with A and B easily show that it also preserves
the subspaces of oldforms and newforms.
Remark. The assumption that \(bub&1)=\(u) for all u # U(N) was made
throughout this subsection. If p |% a, then \ is independent of ‘‘p-com-
ponents’’ and the assumption certainly holds. However, it also holds in the
following familiar circumstance: Let \ be a character mod M (i.e., a
1-dimensional representation of ZMZ), such that for all primes q | M, D
splits at q and Oq*$10(qordq M). Let \=>q | M \q be its factorization into
prime-power components. Then \ yields a representation of (OMO)*
defined by
\(:)= ‘
q | M
\q(dq), where :q=\ aqqordq Mcq
bq
dq+ for q | M.
This representation satisfies \(bub&1)=\(u) for u # U(N) for any p, even
those dividing M. However, note that for this representation, \(wuw&1)=
\(u) need not hold, and thus W is not necessarily an involution of S\, l .
5. RELATIONS BETWEEN ADELIC FORMS AND
FUNCTIONS ON TREES
Fix D, a definite quaternion algebra over Q; O, an order in D; a, a
two-sided ideal of O of norm a; \, a representation of (Oa)*; and p a prime
at which D splits.
Our goal is to find conditions to ensure a natural isomorphism
S\, l (D)  
y # U ( p )"J1D D
*
Cm, 1 y
( p )
(V)
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where V is the representation space of /=\8l and the non-negative
integer m depends on the local order Op .
Restriction of Variables in Adelic Forms
We now investigate the functions arising from adelic automorphic forms
when we hold all components, except for the p-component, of the idelic
variable fixed. Again, we write ideles x # JD as x=([xq], xp), where [xq]
denotes the set of all q-components of x for q{ p.
Let y # JD . Any such choice of y then determines a map jy : Dp*  JD by
ap [ ([ yq], a&1p ). (This map is independent of the component yp .) If F is
an adelic automorphic form of type (\, l ) with values in V, then
F b jy : Dp*  V.
Now for ap , bp # Dp* , and c # D* we have
(F b jy)(cpapbp)=F(([ yq], b&1p a
&1
p c
&1
p )
=F(([ yqcq y&1q ], b
&1
p )([ yq], a
&1
p ) c
&1).
If c # y&1U ( p)y and bp # Op*, then ([ yqcq y&1q ], b
&1
p ) # U. Thus the
automorphy of F implies
(F b jy)(cp ap bp)=/(([ yqcq y&1q ], b
&1
p )) F([ yq], a
&1
p )
=/(([ yqcq y&1q ], 1)) /(([1], b
&1
p ))(F b jy)(ap). (5.1)
Letting ip : Dp*  JD be defined by ip(xp)=([1], xp), then for any set
M/Ker(/ b ip) & Op*=Ker(\ b ip) & Op* we see that F b jy induces a map
fy : Dp* M  V.
Furthermore, for any c # D* & y&1U ( p)y=1 ( p)y , we have
fy(cp apM )=/y(c) fy(apM ),
where /y is the representation of 1 ( p)y on V defined by
/y(c)=/( y([cq], 1) y&1). (5.2)
Since Dp*$GL2(Qp), we fix some choice of this isomorphism and
identify Dp* with GL2(Qp). We can even assume Op* is identified with a sub-
group of GL2(Zp). Thus for any idele y we already have that F b jy induces
a function on a certain quotient of GL2(Qp), but with some additional
assumptions we can get a function on the tree, T, associated to PGL2(Qp)
discussed in Section 2.
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First, to pass from GL to PGL, suppose bppm # Qp* , where bp # Zp*.
Then
(F b jy)(bp pmap)=(F b jy)( pmapbp)
=/(([ yq pmy&1q ], 1)) /(([1], b
&1
p ))(F b jy)(ap) by (5.1)
=/(([ pm], 1)) /(([1], b&1p ))(F b jy)(ap).
Thus we need that /(([ pm], 1)) and /(([1], b&1p )) are the identity in order
that F b jy actually induce a map
fy : Qp*"GL2(Qp)M  V.
Since /=\9n and 9n(([ pm], 1))=I, to ensure /(([ pm], 1))=I we
need only impose the requirement that \(([ p], 1))=I. Similarly, that
/(([1], b&1p ))=I is ensured by requiring that \(([1], b
&1
p ))=I for all
bp # Zp* , i.e., that \ b ip |Zp*=I.
To pass to the tree, suppose 10( pm)/Op* under the identification of Dp*
with GL2(Qp). If 10( pm)/Ker(\ b ip), then taking M=10( pm), the function
F b jy induces a function fy on Qp*"GL2(Qp)10( pm)$PGL2(Qp)1 0( pm)$
Geodm(T ).
In summary,
Proposition 5.1. Suppose D is a definite quaternion algebra in which the
prime p splits. Let O be an order in D and \ a complex representation of
(Oa)*, where a is a 2-sided ideal of norm a. Fix an identification Dp*$
GL2(Qp). Assume (1) \(([ p], 1))=I, (2) Zp* /Ker(\ b ip), and (3) 10( pm)
/Op* & Ker(\ b ip). Then for any y # JD , an adelic automorphic form F: JD
 V of type (\, l) induces a function Ry(F )= fy : Geodm(T)  V such that
fy(#g)=/y(#) fy(g)
for all # # 1 ( p)y . The representation /y is defined in Eq. (5.2).
Extending Ry(F ) by linearity to Gm , in the notation of Section 2 we have
that Ry(F ) # C m, 1
( p )
y(V ), where the action of 1 ( p)y on V is given by the
representation /y .
Remark. Note that if p |% a the conditions of Proposition 5.1 can be
simplified: condition (1) is equivalent to \( p)=I, condition (2) is satisfied,
and condition (3) reduces to 10( pm)/Op*.
The map Ry also respects the algebraic structure of S\, l . To see this, sup-
pose / is algebraic and F # S \, l (D), so F |J D takes values in the Q -vector
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space V /V. Then if y # J D , the function Ry(F ) also takes values in V . Thus
for such a y we have not only that
Ry : S\, l (D)  Cm, 1 y
( p )
(V )
but also that
R y=Ry |S \, l (D) : S \, l (D)  C
m, 1 y
( p )
(V ).
In particular, /y is a representation on V .
For u # U ( p) and d # D*, we have 1 ( p)uyd=d
&11 ( p)y d, as pointed out in
Section 3. One can also see that /uyd (#)=/([uq], 1) /y(d# d &1) /([uq],
1)&1, and that fuyd (a)=/(([uq], 1)) fy(da). With this in mind, let [ yi]h
( p )
i=1
be any complete set of coset representatives of U ( p)"J 1D D*. (Thus h
( p) is
the class number of O[ 1p].) Define
R=R[ yi ] : S\, l (D)  
h( p )
i=1
Cm, 1 yi
( p )
(V )
by
R(F )=(Ry1(F ), Ry2(F ), ..., Ryh( p )(F )).
Proposition 5.2. Under the hypotheses of Proposition 5.1 and the addi-
tional requirement 3a) Op*=10( pm), R[ yi ] is an isomorphism of C-vector
spaces. If / is algebraic and the yi are chosen in J 1D , then the restriction of
R[ yi ] to S \, l (D) yields an isomorphism R : S \, l (D)  
h( p)
i=1 C
m, 1 yi
( p )
(V ) of
Q -vector spaces.
Proof. Clearly R is a linear map. Since fuyd (g)=/(([uq], 1)) fy(dg), an
element of the image of R determines an fy for all y # J 1D , and consequently
its preimage in S\, l (D). Thus R is injective.
Surjectivity follows from a straightforward but tedious reversal of the
restriction of variable process producing fy from F, together with the fact
that y1 , y2 , ...yh( p ) are distinct representatives of U ( p)"J 1DD*, and hence
give different cosets in U"JDD*.
If / is algebraic, then this argument holds with JD replaced by J D . K
Remark. Conditions (3a) and (3) in the last two propositions imply
that Op*/Ker(\ b ip), and hence subsume condition (2). In addition, if (3)
and (3a) are met the operator Wm of Section 4 is an involution, since one
sees that \"(u)=\(wuw&1)=\(u) for u # Ua(O). Finally, if O is such that
(3a) holds and \ is a representation of Oa with p |% a, then (3) follows.
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Proposition 5.3. Fix a /-invariant (and hence /yi -invariant) inner
product on V, and use it to define inner products on Cm, 1 yi
( p )
(V ) and S\, l (D)
as in sections 2 and 4 respectively. Endow h( p )i=1 C
m, 1 yi
( p )
(V) with the inner
product defined by the direct sum of the inner products on the factors. Then
the map R of Proposition 5.2 is an isomorphism of inner product spaces. If
/ and the inner product on V are algebraic, and the yi are chosen in J 1D , then
R is also an isomorphism of inner product spaces.
Proof. If F, G # S\, l (D), then
(F, G)= :
x # U"JDD*
1
sx
(F(x), G(x))
= :
y # U( p)"J1DD*
:
xq= yq for all q{ p
x # U"JD D*
1
sx
(F(x), G(x))
= :
y # U( p)"J1DD*
:
xq=yq for all q{p
xp # Op*"Dp*(D* & y
&1U( p)y)
_
1
sx
(Ry(F )(x&1p ), Ry(G)(x
&1
p ))
But x&1Ux & D*=Stab1 y( p)( g) when x
&1
p is an element of the coset
g # Dp*Op*=Geodm(T ), so
sx=card(x&1Ux & D*)=card(Stab1 y( p)( g))=s( g).
Therefore,
(F, G)= :
y # U ( p)"J 1DD*
:
g # 1 y
( p)"Geodm(T )
1
s(g)
(Ry(F )(g)), Ry(G)( g))
= :
y # U ( p)"J1DD*
(Ry F, Ry G) .
This argument is easily seen to apply to R . K
Old- and New-at-p-forms
Proposition 5.4. Suppose that \(bub&1)=\(u) for b=([1], ( p0
0
1)) and
all u # U, and that Op* is identified with 10( pm). Then the isomorphism R of
Proposition 5.2 satisfies the following relationships with the operators Am ,
Bm , and Wm (defined on S\, l (D) and h
( p )
i=1 C
m, 1yi
( p )
i (V), respectively, in Sec-
tions 4 and 2 ): for F # S\, l (D),
R(F | Am)=R(F ) | Am R(F | Bm)=R(F ) | Bm R(F | Wm)=R(F ) | Wm .
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Proof. Since in both Sections 2 and 4 we saw
Wm&1Am&1Wm=Bm&1 ,
the result for Bm will follow from that for Am and Wm . It is also enough
to consider the component maps Ry .
Let g # Geodm+1(T ) correspond to the coset xp1 0( pm+1) for some
xp # GL2(Qp) as in Section 2. Then :m+1(g) corresponds to xp1 0( pm) and
wm+1(g) corresponds to xp( 0pm+1
1
0) 1 0( p
m+1). Therefore
Ry(F | Am)(g)=Ry(F )(g)=F(([ yq], x&1p ))
=Ry(F )(:m+1(g))=(Ry(F )) | Am(g).
Similarly,
Ry(F | Wm+1)(g)=F \\[ yq], \ 0pm+1
1
0+ x&1p ++
=F \\[ yq], \01
p&m&1
0 + x&1p ++
=F \\[ yq], \xp\ 0pm+1
1
0++
&1
=(RyF )(wm+1(g))=(RyF ) | Wm+1(g). K
This immediately shows:
Corollary 5.5. The isomorphism R yields isomorphisms
S old\, l (D)#
h( p )
i=1
C m, 1 yi
( p )
old (V )
S new\, l (D)#
h( p )
i=1
C m, 1 yi
( p )
new (V ).
Furthermore, R is an isomorphism of the algebraic structure of these spaces.
6. MUMFORD FORMS
Suppose 1 is any discrete, finitely-generated, cocompact subgroup of
PGL2(Qp). Then 1 acts properly discontinuously on the p-adic ‘‘half-
plane,’’ Hp=Cp"Qp , a rigid analytic space, via fractional linear transforma-
tions. The rigid analytic quotient 1 "Hp is a smooth projective curve over
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Cp , called the Mumford curve associated to 1 . Note that we do not assume
1 is a Schottky group; it may have elements of finite order. However our
hypotheses imply that 1 contain a normal Schottky subgroup of finite
index. See [GvdP] for details.
A slight generalization of the standard definition of a rigid-analytic
p-adic automorphic form is
Definition. Let 1 be a subgroup of GL2(Qp) whose image 1 is a
discrete, cocompact, finitely-generated subgroup of PGL2(Qp). Let \, with
representation space W, be a Cp -representation of 1. For a positive integer
k, let r=rk : 1  Cp be a homomorphism such that rk (#)2=det(#)&k for all
# # 1. Then a Mumford form of type (\, k, r) for 1 is a rigid-analytic
function f: Hp  W such that
f (#z)=\(#) rk (#)(cz+d )k f (z)
for all #=( ab
c
d) # 1. We denote the Cp -vector space of all such forms by
M\, k, r (1 ).
The function rk in this definition amounts to some choice of a consistent
definition of det(#)&k2. If k is even, we can simply choose r(#)=
det(#)(&k2). If k is odd and 1 is a Schottky group, and hence free, we can
choose values of rk on a set of generators to satisfy rk (#)2=det(#)&k and
then extend multiplicatively to all of 1. If k is odd and 1=1 ( p)y arises from
a definite quaternion algebra over Q as in Section 3, then all elements of
1 have determinants of the form pi, i # Z. Hence we may define rk (#) by
picking in Cp a square-root of p, - p, and setting rk (#)=(- p)&ki when
det #= pi.
Note that if k is even and &I # 1 then f # M\, k, r (1 ) means f takes values
in the +1-eigenspace of \(&I ) r(&I ). By restricting the codomain W, we
may thus assume \(&I ) r(&I )=I. If rk (#)=(det #)&k2, this means
\(&I )=I.
On the other hand, if k is odd and &I # 1, we must have f taking values
in the &1-eigenspace of \(&I ) r(&I ). Thus we can assume, by restricting
the codomain, that \(&I ) r(&I )=&I. For 1=1 ( p)y and rk chosen as
described above by picking a square root of p, this means \(&I )=&I.
Similar conditions are easily deduced if scalar matrices other than \I lie
in 1. For instance, if 1=1 ( p)y so that pI # 1, then \( pI )=\I accordingly
as rk ( pI )=\p&k (after again restricting the codomain if necessary).
Mumford Forms and Functions on Trees
For any integer k2 there is an ‘‘integration’’ map I of M\, k, r (1 ) into
C1, 1 (V ), where V is a certain Cp -vector space on which 1 acts. We briefly
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review the construction of this map, but refer the reader to [Sch] for
details:
View the l th symmetric power representation 8l of GL2(Qp) as having
representation space Vl , the l th degree homogeneous polynomials in
variables u and v with Cp -coefficients. A matrix A # GL2(Qp) acts on a
polynomial in Vl by making the variable substitutions
(u v) [ (u v) A=(au+cv bu+dv) for A=\ac
b
d+ .
Then M\, k, r(1 ) is embedded in H 0(1, 0(Hp)Vk&2 W ) by
f [ |f =(zu+v)k&2 f (z) dz,
and for # # 1,
#(|f)=\(#) rk(#) det(#) 8k&2(#)((zu+v)k&2) f (z) dz. (6.1)
Now to each oriented edge e of the tree T is naturally associated a
certain open disk De in Cp _ []. By considering the MittagLeffler
decomposition of a differential | on an affinoid subset of Hp which is a
complement of such disks, sense can be made of the notion of the residue
of | on De . Thus for f # M\, k, r (1), Schneider defines the map I by
I ( f )(e)=ResDe(|f).
Note If (e) # V where V=WVk&2 . Letting 9k&2=rk det( } ) 8k&2 |1
and /=\9k&2 , Eq. 6.1 yields
(If )(#e)=/(#)((If )(e))
for all # # 1. Thus If # C1, 1 (V ), where the action of 1 on V is by /.
Through properties of residues [Sch] further shows that I (F ) is a
harmonic cocycle. In the notation of Section 2 of this paper, this means
simply that I ( f ) | W1=&I ( f ) and I ( f ) | U1=I ( f ). Therefore,
I: M\, k, r (1)  C 1, 1new, &(V ).
As stated in [Sch] and proved in [dS], the map I is an isomorphism
of vector spaces. Viewing the harmonic cocycle as giving a p-adic measure
on Qp _ [], an explicit inverse to I is constructed in [Te] by means of
integration of a kernel against the measure.
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Algebraicity of Mumford Forms
Suppose now that 1 is composed of matrices with algebraic entries, i.e.
1/GL2(Qp & Q ), and that the representation \ is defined over Q .
Since the representation 9k&2 will be defined over Q also, / is as well.
Therefore there is a Q -vector space V such that V=V Q Cp , where / is
a representation on V . Then
C1, 1 (V )=C1, 1 (V )Q Cp .
From Section 2 we have the decomposition
C1, 1 (V )=C 1, 1old (V )C
1, 1
new, +(V )C
1, 1
new, &(V ).
(If we endow V with a 1-invariant inner product, this is even an
orthogonal decomposition.)
The isomorphism I: M\, k, r (1 )  C 1, 1new, &(V )Q Cp thus allows us to
define M \, k, r=I&1C 1, 1new, &(V ), so that M\, k, r (1 )=M \, k, r (1 )Q Cp .
Definition. If 1/GL2(Qp & Q ) and \ is defined over Q , then the
Q -space M \, k, r (1) is called the space of algebraic Mumford forms in
M\, k, r (1 ).
One should think of M \, k, r (1 ) as composed of those forms with algebraic
residues. Note that if V has an inner product, then we can naturally
consider M \, k, r as an inner product space through its identification with
C1, 1new, &(V ).
7. MAIN RESULT
We now bring together all of our results.
Let k2 be an integer and D a definite quaternion algebra over Q, split
at p. Fix choices of 1) an order O of D, with Op*=GL2(Zp), 2) a representation
\ of Oa, where a is a 2-sided ideal of norm a such that p |% a and \( p)=I,
3) embeddings of Q into both C and Cp , and 4) a set of representatives
[ yi]h
( p )
i=1 of U
( p)"J 1D D* such that the infinite components yi, =1. For
convenience, we let 1i=1 ( p)yi .
By Section 3, we can identify D* with a subgroup of GL2(K) for some
number field K/Q . By our choice of embeddings we may thus view D*,
and also each 1i , as a subgroup of either GL2(Qp) or GL2(C). The
symmetric power representations of D* and 1i are also defined over Q and
by our choice of embeddings, may be viewed either over Qp or C.
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Letting - p # Q denote the square root of p whose image in C under the
fixed embedding is positive, define rk (#)=(- p)&ki for # # 1i , det #= p i.
Then the C-representation of D* and the Cp -representation of Dp* of
Sections 4 and 6, respectively, which have both been denoted 9k&2 , are
both extensions of a common Q -representation 9k&2 of D*.
Since \ is necessarily defined over Q , let its Q -representation space be W .
Let /=\Q 9k&2 have representation space V =W V k&2 over Q .
For each i, we have from Section 5 a representation /i=/yi of 1i such
that for c # 1i ,
/i (c)=/( yi[cq] y&1i , 1)=\( yi[cq] y
&1
i , 1)9k&2( yi[cq]y&1i , 1)
with representation space V . Define
\i (c)=\( yi[cq] y&1i , 1),
and note that because we’ve chosen yi, =1 and 9k&2 depends only on
the infinite prime component of an idele, 9k&2(c)=9k&2( yi[cq] y&1i , 1).
Thus /i=\i 9k&2 .
Let N/O be the order determined by the local conditions Nq=Oq for
all primes q{ p and Np=10( p). The restriction of \ to N will again be
denoted by \. In Section 4, the space S new\, l (D) of newforms associated to
N was defined. Since p |% a, the operator W1 is an involution on this space.
Definition. Let S new, &\, l (D) be the &1-eigenspace of the operator W1
acting on S new\, l (D), and S
new, &
\, l (D)=S
new, &
\, l (D) & S \, l (D).
Then the spaces M\i , k, r (1i) of Mumford forms with values in W Q Cp ,
and the space S\, k&2(D) of adelic forms with values in V Q C are related
by:
Theorem 7.1. Under the above assumptions,

h( p )
i=1
M \i , k, r (1i)$S
new, &
\, k&2(D).
If W and V k&2 are endowed with algebraic inner products invariant under the
group action, so that inner products are induced on M and S, then this is an
isomorphism of inner product spaces.
Proof. From Section 6 we have that

h( p )
i=1
M \i , k, r (1i)$
h( p )
i=1
C 1, 1inew, &(V ),
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where action of 1i on V is via /i . The results of Section 5 imply
S new, &\, k&2(D)$
h( p )
i=1
C 1, 1inew, &(V ),
where the action of 1i on V is again via /i . K
8. APPLICATION
In this Section we investigate twisting an adelic form by a character, and
the corresponding construction on associated functions on trees. For
Dirichlet characters, this coincides with Schneider’s p-adic integration of a
character with respect to a measure arising from a Mumford form in
[Sch]. This indicates that Schneider’s construction should not be con-
sidered to yield the p-adic analogs of classical L-series that he hoped for,
but rather should be interpreted as twisting forms by p-adic characters.
Characters
Suppose / is a complex-valued Dirichlet character mod pn defined on Z.
Then associated to / is a character c/ on the idele group of Q, defined as
follows: For each prime q of Q first define local characters cq : Qq*  C by
/(qordq x), if q{p, , q>0;
cq(x)={/ (u), if q=p>0 and x=upe, u # Zp*/(sgn(x)), if q=.
Then let c/ : JQ  C be defined by
c/ (x)= ‘
all primes q
cq(xq).
Note c/ is continuous and trivial on Q*.
More generally, if / is a continuous homomorphism of Zp into any
abelian group, this construction still yields a continuous homomorphism of
the ideles, trivial on Q*. In particular, if /: Zp*  Cp is a p-adic character,
we obtain an associated p-adic character c/ : JQ  Cp . Though we will have
no need to do so here, one can of course easily treat p-adic characters on
(ZmZ)_Zp* similarly.
Twists of Adelic Forms
The notion of twisting a modular form by a Dirichlet character is treated
in a classical setting in such works as [AL] and [ALi]. In an adelic setting
the construction becomes:
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Definition. Suppose / is a complex-valued Dirichlet character mod pn,
c/ the associated idele character, and F # S\, l (D) an adelic form on a
definite quaternion algebra. Then F/ , the twist of F by /, is defined by
F/ (x)= :
(a, p)=1
a mod pn
c/ (ip(a)) F \ip \\10
a
pm++ x+ .
Here ip denotes the injection of Qp* or GL2(Qp) into the appropriate idele
group on the p-component.
Proposition. Let F # S\, l (D), where \ is a representation of (Oa)*,
p |% N(a), and Op* is identified with 10( pm). For a Dirichlet character
/ mod pn, define an order N of D by Np*=1 00( p
m+n, pn) while Nq=Oq for
all q{ p. Define a 1-dimensional representation of Np* , and hence of N*,
by
/2 \\ :#pm+n
;pn
$ ++=/($:&1).
Then F/ # S\/2 , l(D).
Proof. We must show that F/ (uxd )=\/2(u) F/ (x) for u # U(N),
d # D.
The right-invariance of F/ under D is inherited from F.
For u # U(N), write u=u^ip(up), where u=([uq]q{ p , up) and u^=([uq]q{ p ,
1). Then
F/ (ux)=F/ (u^ ip(up) x)
=\(u^) F/ (ip(up) x)
=\(u^) :
(a, p)=1
a mod pn
c/ (ip(a)) F \ip \\10
a
pn+ up+ x+ .
One readily checks that for
up=\ :#pm+n
;pn
$ + # 1 00( pm+n, pn)
and a # Zp* , then
\10
a
pn+ up=u$p \
1
0
a$
pn+
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for some u$p # 10( pm) and a$ such that a$#a$: mod pm. Thus
F/ (ux)=\(u^) \(ip(u$p)) :
(a, p)=1
a mod pn
c/ (ip(a)) F \ip \\10
a$
pn++ x+
=\(u^) \(ip(u$p)) c/ (ip(:$&1)) :
(a$, p)=1
a$ mod pn
c/ (ip(a$))
_F \ip \\10
a$
pn++ x+
=\(u^) \(ip(u$p)) c/ (ip(:$&1)) F/ (x).
Since p |% N(a), we see \(ip(u$p))=1 and \(u)=\(u^). Thus
F/ (ux)=\(u) c/ (ip(:$&1) F/ (x)
=\/2(u) F/ (x). K
The assumption p |% N(a) was made for simplicity in the above
proposition; generalizations are clearly possible.
p-adic Integrals
To relate twists of adelic forms to Schneider’s p-adic integrals, we first
provide a detailed relationship between the directed edges of the tree T and
subsets of Qp _ [].
The set of ends of half-lines on T can be identified with Qp _ []. We
then let U(e)/Qp _ [] be the subset of ends of half-lines containing the
directed edge e. To be more explicit, recall a directed edge e is specified by
a coset in PGL(Qp)1 0( pn). We can then identify the ends of half-lines with
Qp _ [] so that
U(1 0( pn))=Zp ,
U \\p
m
0
a
1+ 1 0( pn)+=a+ pmZp ,
and in general,
U(#1 0( pn))=# b Zp ,
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where # acts on elements and subsets of Qp _ [] via fractional linear
transformations. Thus the action of GL2(Qp) via fractional linear transfor-
mations on the sets U(e) is consistent with its action on the directed edges
viewed as cosets: #U(e)=U(#e).
Consider a Mumford form and the associated harmonic cocycle
f # C 1, 1new, &(V) where V is a vector space over Cp . Following Drinfeld,
Schneider defines a measure +f on Qp _ [] such that
+f (U(e))= f (e),
and then, for a continuous p-adic character /, considers
Lp( f, /)=|
Zp*
/ d+f
as a candidate for a p-adic L-series associated to the Mumford form.
In order to see the connection between Schneider’s construction and
twisting, we generalize the construction slightly. For f # C 1, 1new, &(V ), and
# # GL2(Qp), consider the measure +f b # on Qp _ []. Note this is simply
a translate of the measure +f since
+f b #(U(e))= f b #(e)= f (#e)=+f (# b U(e)).
Proposition. Let F # S new, &\, l (D) where Op is identified with 10( p). For
any fixed y # J D , let f =Ry(F ) # C 1, 1new, &(V) where 1=1
( p)
y , as in Section 5.
Let / be a Dirichlet character mod pn. Then
Lp( f b #, /)=c/ (&1) F/ ([ y]q{ p , #&1).
Proof. For a Dirichlet character /,
Lp( f b #, /)=|
Zp*
/ d+f b #
= :
(a, p)=1
a mod pn
/(a) +f b #(a+ pmZp)
= :
(a, p)=1
a mod pn
/(a) f \# \p
m
0
q
1+ 1 0( p)+ .
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Since f (ap1 0( p))=F([ yq]q{ p , a&1p ), we obtain
Lp( f b #, /)= :
(a, p)=1
a mod pn
/(a) F \[ yq]q{ p , \p
&m
0
&ap&m
1 + #&1+
= :
(a, p)=1
a mod pn
c p(a) F \[ yq]q{ p , \10
&a
pm + #&1+
= :
(a, p)=1
a mod pn
c/ (ip(a)) F \ip \\10
&a
pm ++ ([ yq]q{ p , #&1)+
=c/ (&1) F/ ([ yq]q{ p , #&1). K
In light of this last proposition, it is clear that Schneider’s construction
extends the notion of twisting an adelic form by a Dirichlet character to
twisting by a continuous p-adic character. While this makes doubtful the
interpretation of Lp( f, /) as a p-adic analog of a classical L-series, such
twisting may still serve as a first step toward constructing such an analog
entirely p-adicly.
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